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OVERVIEW

Congratulations! You have started your journey to grow and
differentiate your practice using a tool that makes applying
behavioral finance easy and opens the door for better, more
meaningful conversations with clients and prospects
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THE PROBLEM
CHANGING BEHAVIORS IS NOT EASY
When clients make emotional financial decisions, it
leads to irrational financial decisions, impacting
their overall portfolio performance.
That’s why even the most skilled client who is
confident in his or her financial acumen, still needs
the support of a Financial Professional.

THE SOLUTION
Financial Virtues makes it easy for you to identify
the behaviors that need to change and opens the
door for you and your client to have better, more
meaningful conversations.
Your clients will see a more empathetic
approach that feels different.

Behavioral conversations will help you to obtain
and retain more clients, driving real results.

NOTES
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MODULES 1 through 5
1. Why behavioral conversations are important

2. Identifying behavioral biases, financial fears, and
underlying needs impacting financial decisions
Follow the course modules in
order. Each section builds on
upon the next.

3. Teeing-up behavioral conversations with clients and
prospects

4. Conducting behavioral conversations

5. Bringing it all together and integrating behavioral
conversations into your practice

Copyright © 2020
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR TIMELINE

You may take a couple of days to a couple of months to
complete all the steps in the program. Take your time and
move at your own pace.

MODULE

ESTIMATED TIME

MY SCHEDULE

Module 1
Block time on your
calendar now to complete
each module

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Module 5

EXERCISE

When you see “exercise” in the
module, pause and turn to your
workbook to complete the
exercise.

Copyright © 2020
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REINFORCING CONCEPTS
At the end of each module is a short “quiz” to reinforce
concepts learned. You must pass the final test to receive
your behavioral conversations certification.
Some examples:
•

What percentage of women will change Financial
Advisors during a divorce or upon the death of a
spouse?

•

The best way to address an emotional bias is with
__________.

•

TRUE/FALSE: With married couples, there is typically a
primary decision maker when it comes to financial
matters. It is important to identify and focus on the
financial decision maker.

Copyright © 2020
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Here’s what you get
BENEFITS
PERSONALIZE THE CLIENT EXPERIENCE

PROSPECT MORE

DEVELOP YOUR PEOPLE

+

DIFFERENTIATE & ARTICULATE YOUR VALUE

CONDUCT BETTER QUALITATIVE CONVERSATIONS

GAIN EFFICIENCIES IN YOUR PRACTICE

AVAILABLE RESOURCES

COURSE
WORKBOOK

VIDEO
TUTORIALS

FORUM
CALLS
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ONBOARDING
EMAILS
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EXERCISE: TRY FINANCIAL VIRTUES
You must complete the Financial Virtues survey prior to starting
Module 2.

LET’S GET STARTED!
You received a link to try Financial Virtues
via email from ‘Atlas Point.’ The
assessment takes 5-10 minutes to
complete and generates two reports – a
CLIENT report and an ADVISOR report.

CLIENT REPORT

ADVISOR REPORT

Copyright © 2020
2019 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.
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MODULE 1

Why behavioral conversations
are important

OBJECTIVES
•

Define the problem and how client expectations are
shifting

•

Understand industry changes, the value of emotions and
what is driving the importance of behavioral conversations

•

Review a compelling case to demonstrate how behavioral
conversations can open the dialog between you and your
client

Copyright © 2020 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.

THE PROBLEM
Client expectations are shifting.
Clients expect a more personalized experience.
AI and Technology creates more repeatable
processes making it harder to differentiate.
GOOD NEWS!
AI and Technology cannot compete with the
emotional intelligence that you bring.

THE PLAN
Our mission at Atlas Point is to supply you with the
tools you need so you can have more personalized
and meaningful conversation with your clients.
We believe behavioral conversations between
Financial Professionals and Clients will play a big
role in the future of wealth management.

NOTES
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BUT…I don’t want to ask my client to do one
more thing…

This is the conversation your
clients want to have with you.
Clients are surprised by what little effort it takes with a 5minute survey for the benefit they receive with a deeper,

more meaningful conversation with you.

OR…I’m not a therapist.
By the end of the five modules, you will know how to
identify client behavioral biases, fears, and financial
strengths. You will be well positioned to conduct better,
more personalized behavioral conversations.

Copyright © 2020
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WHAT INVESTORS ARE SAYING ABOUT
FINANCIAL VIRTUES

NOTES
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SECTION 2:
Change is NOTHING NEW for wealth management
If client expectations are changing, it makes sense that your approach to selling and

serving your clients changes too.

NOTES

THE FUTURE OF WEALTH MANAGEMENT
• Requires emotional intelligence
• Understand client preferences
• Personalize communications
• Be a partner with your client to help close the behavior gap
• AI and technology has a role in the future; however, it will not replace the need for
human interaction and it cannot compete with the emotional intelligence that you
bring as a Financial Professional.
• The opportunity for the greatest differentiation will come with emotional value.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Change is NOTHING NEW for wealth
management
The future Behavioral focus is simply the intersection of
financial goals and results -- with behaviors, fears, and
preferences used to achieve goals.

Behaviors, fears, and
preferences used to
achieve goals

Financial Goals &
Results

VALUES

RISK
Tolerance

Financial
GOAL

TASKS

BEHAVIOR

FINANANCIAL VIRTUES Focus:
Behaviors, strengths, fears,
thinking and feeling preferences

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
What is changing in the industry?

Read the PDF associated with this this section and reflect on your
experiences. How are emotions unconsciously affecting your
clients’ decision making? What emotions have you observed that
impact portfolio performance?

EXCERCISE

Bringing it back to your
business success

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 3:
Case Study: Ken & Robyn
WISDOM

WISDOM

HUMANITY

COURAGE

HUMANITY

COURAGE

KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE

Ken, Orange Bull, age 74

Robyn, Blue Bull, age 69

•

Historically handled FP relationship

•

Less involved with FP historically

•

Moved to cash during financial crisis

•

Desires collaboration

•

Illusion of Control bias

•

Herding bias

•

Mental Accounting bias

•

Recency bias

EXCERCISE

Can you think of a Ken or
Robyn in your book? Who in
your book of business would
benefit from a behavioral
conversation? Why?

Copyright © 2020
2019 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.
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MODULE 1: SUMMARY

✓ Reviewed the problem and how client expectations are
shifting
✓ Learned the value of emotions and why behavioral
conversations are important
✓ Listened to a compelling case and thought about where
behavioral conversations may be helpful in your book
NEXT STEPS
▪ Complete the reflection exercise in your workbook
▪ Move forward to Module 2, Identifying behavioral biases,
financial fears, and underlying needs impacting financial
decisions

NOTES
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MODULE 2

Identifying behavioral biases,
financial fears, and underlying
needs impacting financial
decisions

OBJECTIVES
•

Understanding your personal Financial Virtues report

•

Get to know the four Bull personas in Financial Virtues

•

Identify 18 behavioral biases impacting portfolio
performance

•

Use your own personal reports to understand the report
mechanics

Copyright © 2020 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.

EXERCISE: COMPLETE FINANCIAL VIRTUES
Understand yourself before understanding others

LET’S GET STARTED!
Take your Financial virtues survey and
download your two reports before
moving forward. You will need your
reports for reference in this module.

CLIENT REPORT

ADVISOR REPORT

Copyright © 2020
2019 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.
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CHARACTER SCIENCE
The four Bull personas are derived from character
strengths that we all have and tend to express differently.
There are six Virtues which are well documented in
academic theory. What we learned is that 3 of the
virtues(Wisdom, Courage, and Humanity) really matter in
the context of how people think and feel about their
money. In order round out the model we broke the
Wisdom virtue into Wisdom and Knowledge.

We all have all four virtues!
We simply express them
differently.

WISDOM is based on one’s ability to look at the macroview and need for the holistic big picture.
COURAGE means having a strong desire to take action
to persevere or doing the right thing even when there
is much to lose.

HUMANITY anchors on people and tends to express
empathy and a desire to understand how best to help.
KNOWLEDGE is based on one’s need for detail and
information.

Copyright © 2020
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Each Bull is composed of a THINKING preference
and a FEELING preference

BLUE BULL

YELLOW BULL

COLLABORATION (Partner with me)

Big Picture (Explore with me)

WHO

WHY

PURPLE BULL

ORANGE BULL

Alignment (Show me – with your words & actions)

Efficiency (Get it done)

WHAT

HOW

Notes

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 1:
Financial Virtues Bull Personas

Understand your client’s thinking and feeling preferences and
move in the direction of your client.
Notes

VIRTUES
Wisdom and Humanity

VIRTUES
Wisdom and Courage

MOTIVATORS
Collaboration

MOTIVATORS
Fast-paced conversation, moving
towards action, positive views that
create momentum

DEMOTIVATORS
Excessive detail, being pushed too
quickly, being micromanaged

DEMOTIVATORS
Critics, skeptics, overanalyzing and
slowing progress

TOP QUESTION
Who?

TOP QUESTION
Why?

STRESS REACTION
Overwhelmed

STRESS REACTION
Impulsive

NEEDS
Reassurance, acceptance, freedom to
choose

NEEDS
Being at choice, autonomy to explore
new ideas

FEARS
Being alone, being trapped

FEARS
Being weak, being trapped

BIAS
Herding

BIAS
Self-control

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 1:
Financial Virtues Bull Personas
Notes

VIRTUES
Knowledge and Courage

VIRTUES
Knowledge and Humanity

MOTIVATORS
Process and structure, master new
skills

MOTIVATORS
Perspective, supportive environment,
critical thinking

DEMOTIVATORS
Excessive ideating, indecisiveness,
uninformed cluelessness

DEMOTIVATORS
Rushing, rudeness, indifference
toward contribution

TOP QUESTION
How?

TOP QUESTION
What?

STRESS REACTION
Micro-managing; more critical with
detail

STRESS REACTION
Resistance, skeptical

NEEDS
Autonomy, control, respect

NEEDS
Reassurance and acceptance, respect
for contributions

FEARS
Being ill-prepared, losing control

FEARS
Being under-prepared, abandoned

BIAS
Illusion of control

BIAS
Loss aversion

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Behavioral Biases
Make sure to reference the client persona when
you are coaching your client about a behavior.

You will want to deliver the information in a way
that is aligned with your client’s communication
preferences.

COGNITIVE BIASES
Be a teacher and use education to help overcome any
irrational behaviors
Anchoring
Confirmation
Conservatism
Familiarity
Herding
Hindsight

Illusion of control
Mental Accounting
Outcome
Recency
Self-attribution

EMOTIONAL BIASES
Be an accountability partner and ask thoughtful
questions to help overcome any irrational behaviors
Affinity
Endowment
Loss aversion
Overconfidence

Regret aversion
Self-control
Status quo

Read your Advisor Report. Turn to the bias page
in your personal Advisor Report. When have you
observed these biases come into play in your life
(your financial decisions)? What is one behavioral
change you can make based on the notes in the
Advisor report?
REFLECTION EXCERCISE

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Report Mechanics

The information on page 2
mirrors information the client
received in their report.

QUICK REFERENCE. If you
have just five minutes to
prepare for a meeting,
then start here.

SPIDER GRAPH. Everyone has a
unique combinate of all four
virtues. This graph shows you
how strongly each virtue
showed up for this individual.

CORRELATED BIAS. Based on our
research, the stronger a respondent
identifies as a particular bull, the
more likely they are to be susceptible
to this bias.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Report Mechanics
COACHING TIPS. Coaching tips
tailored for each bull based on
their preferences. Revisit this
information as you prepare for
new meetings throughout the
relationship for approaches to
influence and motivate.
This information is unique to
the Advisor reports.

PREFERENCES.
Communication, decision
making, and stress
behaviors are described
for each bull. This
information mirrors what
the individual receives in
their report.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Report Mechanics

STRONGEST BIASES.
Biases most likely to
impact investment
performance for this
investor based on their
unique responses and
accepted industry
research.

COACHING TIPS. Coaching tips
tailored to each bias. Revisit
this information as you prepare
and present financial
recommendations or encounter
resistance.
This information is unique to
the Advisor reports.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Report Mechanics

ALL BIASES. Advisors are
provided a complete list of the
biases and recommended
priorities tailored to how each
person responded on the
assessment.
FEARS. Assess where each
client is on their financial
journey and then review the
information for this Bull to
understand possible fears
preventing this person from
moving forward.
This information is unique to
the Advisor reports and tailored
to the Bull.

STRENGTHS. Encourage and lean
in to a person’s unique strengths.
When a person is using their
unique strengths they feel a
greater sense of authenticity,
motivation, and enjoyment.
This is based on proven academic
research on character science.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Report Mechanics

PROSPECTING. Investing in
people and relationships is key
during the prospecting process.
The ideas for gifts of value
highlighted here are specific to
this Bull and most valuable to
them based on the preferences
in this report.
This information is unique to
the Advisor reports and tailored
to the Bull.

POSITIONING. Using the
information about this bull,
such as fears and needs, you
can use this section to craft a
draft position statement.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Report Mechanics – CLIENT REPORT

INTERACTIONS. Use the
bull-to-bull interaction
page to discuss dynamics
within a household when
it comes to financial
decisions. Clients will also
want to know your
persona and how that will
help them.
Reference the bull-to-bull
interactions pages in your
workbook when preparing
for a household
discussion.

Copyright © 2020
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MODULE 2: SUMMARY

✓ Understand ourselves before understanding others
(interpreting your personal report)
✓ Four Financial Virtues Personas
✓ 18 behavioral biases
✓ Report mechanics
NEXT STEPS
▪ Complete the reflection exercise for Module 2 – Section 2
in your workbook
▪ Move forward to Module 3, teeing-up behavioral
conversations with clients and prospects

NOTES
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MODULE 3

Teeing-up behavioral
conversations with clients and
prospects

OBJECTIVES
•

Tee up a behavioral conversation with a client or prospect

•

Creating personalized messages to clients and prospects

Copyright © 2020 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.

EXERCISE: SURVEY LINK SET-UP
The account set-up process, provides you with a unique survey link for you
to use with clients and prospects.

OPTION 1:
SIMPLE LINK
If you subscribed to the Financial Virtues
Subscription or A la Carte plans, you received a
Welcome email with a link to a form that
generates your personalized survey link.
Once completed, you can use that link in your
emails, CRM workflows, checklists, etc. to easily
integrate it into your practice.
Contact us at support@theatlaspoint.com if you
need the form again.

OPTION 2:
ASSESSMENT CENTER
We also offer an Assessment Center for sending
large campaigns and managing your reports. You
can apply your practice branding, personalize
messages, monitor responses, and retrieving
reports.

YOUR LOGO

Contact us at support@theatlaspoint.com if this is
something you are interested in having us
configure for your practice.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 1:
Teeing up behavioral conversations

Call your client and let them know the survey is
coming.
Do not say: “I’m trying something new.” This puts
your client in a position to help you versus you
helping your client.

QUICK TIP!
SAY “This is part of my process so that I may
best serve you, the way you want to be served.”

NOTES
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WHY
Explain WHY it’s
important for your clients

HOW
Explain HOW you will help
them

WHAT
Explain WHAT they will
need to do

CONVERSATION STARTERS
•

Performance is impacted by the decisions we make more
than talent or skill combined

•

Everyone has behavioral biases (or tendencies)

•

Behavioral biases lead to irrational decision making

CONVERSATION STARTERS
•

So that I may best serve you, I need to understand your
preferences so that I may help you achieve your goals

•

Closing the behavior gap leads to better decisions and
overall portfolio performance

CONVERSATION STARTERS
•

I will send you a survey link; it’s a short 5-minute survey

•

We will review your results together the next time we meet

•

There are no right or wrong answers

Copyright © 2020
2019 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.
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SECTION 1:
Teeing up behavioral conversations
After watching the role play with Clay Dunkin, refine your
personal script. This is what you may say with clients and
prospects to tee-up the survey and the behavioral
conversation.

EXERCISE

Be helpful & be authentic!

TIPS
Make it your own! Be helpful to
you client and say what is most
natural and authentic for you.
Carry these Top 1-3 themes
through out your proposal.

Use the WHY, HOW, WHAT framework.
“This is part of my process so that I may best serve you, the
way you want to be served.”

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Crafting a personalized message
Make it compelling for your client. Your client wants to
know the benefits and what they will receive.

R S E T

G

It s important to me and my practice that we
serve each client uniquely

Do in con unction with your risk
tolerance questionnaire.

RETE T

ARD

As valued client, I would like to o er you a
service that is new to my practice. It will
help me to re ne your plan and be a
better nancial coach and accountability
partner for you

STRATEG

LA

T

G

G

So I can get to know you better as we
begin our relationship

Run the survey on an entire book to
transition the book or help with
annual strategic planning

Use the persona information to
plan calls at the book level
e.g. during market volatility

A

AL

ARTL RE

E S

In preparation for our upcoming review
meeting, I d like to spend some time on
behaviors that impact nancial decisions and
ultimately performance...

NOTES
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SECTION 2:
Crafting a personalized message
SAMPLE MESSAGE FOR A CLIENT
<Dear Client Name>
INTRO
Attached is a link to a new tool that my practice is using to
This is a message outline. Tailor
your message for your client and
practice.

meet the unique needs of every client. It is important to
me that I am serving you the way you want to be served.
This tool helps me to better understand where I can be
most helpful to you and your family, providing you with
the support you need to achieve long-term financial
growth.
<copy link>
CLOSING
This is a short, 5-minute survey tool. There are no right or
wrong answers and your results are immediate. Once
you have your personalize report, I am happy to schedule
a call to discuss it with you. I will share how the
information is used to help improve your portfolio returns.
Please let me know if you have any questions!
Thank you!
<insert your name>

<insert your contact information>

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Crafting a personalized message
SAMPLE MESSAGE FOR A PROSPECT
<Dear Client Name>
INTRO
It was great to meet you on <insert date>. I am looking
This is a message outline. Tailor
your message for your client and
practice.

forward to continuing our conversation. It is important to
me and my practice that we serve every client
uniquely. For this reason, I am sending you a short survey
to learn more about your communication preferences
when it comes to your money.
Simply click on the link below. It only takes 5-minutes to
complete. There are no right or wrong answers and you
will receive your detailed results immediately. The survey
is very easy to do and mobile friendly.
<copy link>
CLOSING
Once you have your report, I am happy to schedule a call
to discuss it with you. I will share how the information is
used to improve your portfolio returns should you choose
to work with <insert practice name>. Please let me know if
you have any questions!

Thank you!
<insert your name>
<insert your contact information>

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Crafting a personalized message

CONSIDERATIONS FOR CRAFTING A MESSAGE
•

Take the context of the situation into considerations
(e.g. where are you at in the client lifecycle)

•

Compelling = Helpful to your client

•

Schedule reminders for your client to complete the
survey

EXCERCISE
Client or group of clients:

Think of a client or group of clients.
Where are they in the client lifecycle?
Craft a personalized and
compelling message for the
client(s).

Where are they at in the client lifecycle:
Personalized message:

Schedule (and draft) a reminder
message. (Tip: use your campaign
tool or email to schedule a auto
reminder or simply add it as a to
do in your calendar)

Copyright © 2020
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OPTIONAL: ATLAS POINT ASSESSMENT
CENTER TUTORIALS
Atlas Point offers an Assessment Center to send and
manage large Financial Virtues campaigns. You can add
your branding, personalize your messages, schedule
automated reminders, track response status, and more.

SETTING UP YOUR ACCOUNT

PERSONALIZING YOUR ACCOUNT

Financial Virtues campaigns are
useful for annual strategic planning
and book buyout scenarios.

SENDING A CAMPAIGN

Please contact us at support@theatlaspoint.com if you would like
us to configure an Assessment Center account for you.

Copyright © 2020
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MODULE 3: SUMMARY

✓ Learned how to tee up a behavioral conversation with a client
✓ Set up your account
✓ Introduce the survey
✓ Created a compelling message that is authentic to you
NEXT STEPS
▪ Send a test message to a colleague or friend
▪ Tee up a conversation with a client or prospect
▪ Complete the reflection exercises for Module 3 in your
workbook
▪ Move forward to Module 4, conducting behavioral
conversations

NOTES
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MODULE 4

Conducting behavioral
conversations

OBJECTIVES
•

Start a behavioral conversation

•

Address cognitive and emotional biases with the
appropriate strategy

•

Interpret the spider graphs in the Financial Virtues reports.

•

Conduct better, more meaningful financial conversations
with clients and prospects

Copyright © 2020 Atlas Point LLC. All rights reserved.

SECTION 1:
Conducting a behavioral conversations

GET YOUR CLIENT TALKING!
Ask open ended questions (What, How, When,
etc.)
•

What did you think about your report?

•

What, if anything, surprised you in the report?

If you have multiple people in the household
let each person respond.
Download the conversation starter guide to the
right if you need help starting the Financial
Virtues debrief with a client.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 1:
Conducting a behavioral conversation

Use Active Constructive listening and RELIVE EXPERIENCES
with your client. Take notes and jot down your
observations and points you want to circle back on later.

EXAMPLE SCENARIO: Your spouse gets a new job

A TI E O STRU TI E

A TI E DESTRU TI E

Tell me everything

You know this will put us in a new tax bracket?

PASSI E O STRU TI E

PASSI E DESTRU TI E

ongratulations

What s for dinner?

Relive the entire experience
what

where, how, who,

Source: Martin Seligman

NOTES
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SECTION 1:
Conducting a behavioral conversation
Ask open ended questions
Provide a brief explanation (use the why how what
framework)

“Performance is most impacted by the decisions we make,
more so than skill or talent combined. Everyone has

Keep the conversation natural and
free flowing. Pull from the report
the elements that make the most
sense for the context of the
meeting.

preferences and behavioral biases which are developed
based on our unique experiences. Biases can lead to
emotional and irrational decision making.”
Recognize the context of the situation.
R S E T

G

It s important to me and my practice that we
serve each client uniquely

Use the report for
multiple meetings. It
is not one and done.

Do in con unction with your risk
tolerance questionnaire.

RETE T

ARD

As valued client, I would like to o er you a
service that is new to my practice. It will
help me to re ne your plan and be a
better nancial coach and accountability
partner for you

STRATEG

LA

T

G

G

So I can get to know you better as we
begin our relationship

Run the survey on an entire book to
transition the book or help with
annual strategic planning

Use the persona information to
plan calls at the book level
e.g. during market volatility

A

AL

ARTL RE

E S

In preparation for our upcoming review
meeting, I d like to spend some time on
behaviors that impact nancial decisions and
ultimately performance...

MEETING
PREPARATION

DEFINE SUCCESS
REVIEW THE CONTEXTUAL QUESTIONS
•
•
•
•

Biases at play
Household dynamics
Goal planning
Etc.

Copyright © 2020
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WHY
Explain WHY it’s
important for your clients

HOW
Explain HOW you will help
them

WHAT
Explain WHAT they will
need to do

CONVERSATION STARTERS
•

Performance is impacted by the decisions we make more
than talent or skill combined

•

Everyone has behavioral biases (or tendencies)

•

Behavioral biases lead to irrational decision making

CONVERSATION STARTERS
•

So that I may best serve you, I need to understand your
preferences so that I may help you achieve your goals

•

Closing the behavior gap leads to better decisions and
overall portfolio performance

USE THE REPORT
•

Explain the four virtues

•

Highlight a top bias to discuss behaviors

•

Discuss the interaction patterns and household dynamics

Copyright © 2020
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EXERCISE
Prepare for a behavioral conversation

Think about an upcoming client meeting. Follow the steps below
to prepare for the meeting.
EXCERCISE
What is the context of the meeting (e.g. onboarding, client review, big financial decision, etc.)?

What does success look like for the meeting?

How will you tee-up the behavioral conversation? What will be most compelling for your
client? When you client takes the survey, you will be able to better serve your client and help
them to < ___>?

If you have the survey results, what jumps out to you (e.g. biases, household dynamic, etc.)

What goal (or financial decision) is your client working to achieve (or make)? What behaviors
are getting in the way?

What tips in the report will help you to prepare (note: communication questions, decision
making style, fears, biases, etc.) Highlight the questions and or tips you want to anchor on in
your upcoming meeting.

Copyright © 2020
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SECTION 2:
Deeper dive into the biases
Make sure to reference the client persona when
you are coaching your client about a behavior.

You will want to deliver the information in a way
that is aligned with your client’s communication
preferences.

COGNITIVE BIASES
Be a teacher and use education to help overcome any
irrational behaviors
Anchoring
Confirmation
Conservatism
Familiarity
Herding
Hindsight

Illusion of control
Mental Accounting
Outcome
Recency
Self-attribution

EMOTIONAL BIASES
Be an accountability partner and ask thoughtful
questions to help overcome any irrational behaviors
Affinity
Endowment
Loss aversion
Overconfidence

Regret aversion
Self-control
Status quo

NOTES
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SECTION 2:
Deeper dive into the COGNITIVE biases
BIAS

DESCRIPTION

Anchoring

Clinging to arbitrary pricing levels when considering buy or sell
investment decisions

Confirmation

Seeking information that confirms a preexisting viewpoint rather
than seeking information that may contradict a pre-existing
viewpoint

Conservatism

When someone makes a forecast and clings to that forecast with no
flexibility to change, even when presented with contrary or additional
information

Familiarity

A shortcut to making decisions, based on personal or familiar
experiences

Herding

Tendency to follow a course of action because others are doing it

Hindsight

Occurs when investors perceive past investment outcomes as having
been predictable

Illusion of control

Believing that one can influence events that are actually out of one's
control

Mental Accounting

Treating various sums of money differently, based on how these
sums of money are mentally categorized

Outcome

Making a decision based on the outcome of past events, rather than
the process that drove the outcome

Recency

Predisposition to recall and emphasize recent events and/or
observations and to extrapolate patterns where none exist

Self-attribution

Recognize successes as one's innate talent and failures due to the
advice of others
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SECTION 2:
Deeper dive into the EMOTIONAL biases
BIAS

DESCRIPTION

Affinity

Tendency to make investment decisions based on what you like and
what you are familiar with, based on your experience

Endowment

Irrationally holding on to an investment, regardless of potential poor
expected outcomes

Loss aversion

Tendency to feel the pain of losses more acutely than the pleasure of
gains

Overconfidence

Tendency to overestimate one's investment abilities

Regret Aversion

Avoiding taking action because of the fear that the investor might
regret the course of action taken

Self-Control

The tendency to spend today, rather than save for tomorrow

Status quo

Desire to keep things as they are
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SECTION 2:
Deeper dive into the personas and
spider graphs
Not all Bulls are the same. Within each persona there are some variations based
on how strong persons preference is for each financial virtue.

Copyright © 2020
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When you have the Same Color
•

Note that they may have Similar
strengths and stress behaviors. Their
behaviors may show-up stronger for
this combination as they are
reinforced by each other.

•

Watch-out for blind spots. Look to
the opposite bull color to understand
possible blind spots (e.g. Blue Bull
look to Orange Bull).

•

Notice the subtle differences in the
spider graph if you have two of the
same persona. They may not show
up the same if one is stronger on a
particular virtue than the other.

•

These two Bulls are opposites. When
working well together, the Purple Bull
will appreciate the Yellow Bull’s
enthusiasm and new ideas, while the
Yellow Bull will appreciate the Purple
Bull’s attention to detail.

•

Watch outs between these two are
around the desired pace and level of
detail needed.

•

These two Bulls are opposites. When
working well together, the Blue Bull
will appreciate the Orange Bull’s
structured thinking, and the Orange
Bull will appreciate the Blue Bull’s
inclination to involve others.

•

Watch outs between these two often
involve how many people to involve
in decision making and how precise
plans need to be.

Purple: Yellow

Orange: Blue
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Yellow: Blue

Yellow: Orange

Purple: Orange

Blue: Purple

•

Will likely see alignment in big
picture ideas.

•

Likely source of conflict will be the
pace at which to take action. The
Yellow Bull will want to go faster,
while the Blue Bull will want to go
slower and more people involved in
the decision- making process. The
Yellow Bull will not want to be
perceived as weak or vulnerable.

•

Both will want to move forward
once a clear and sound plan is
outlined.

•

Likely source of conflict is around
how details and information is
presented. The Orange Bull
strongly desires respect which the
Yellow Bull may find hard to deliver
if the Yellow Bull feels trapped or
vulnerable.

•

Both will desire details and
information.

•

Likely source of conflict is the pace
at which to take action. The Orange
Bull may want to move faster, and
the Purple Bull may move slower
while they work on internal and
external alignment.

•

Will likely see agreement seeking
alignment between people.

•

The Purple Bull will possibly
become uninterested if the Blue
Bull continues to ideate and tell
stories too long. The Blue Bull may
want to involve more people, which
may make the Purple Bull feel as if
their contributions aren’t valued as
much.
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EXERCISE
Prepare for a behavioral conversation

Make note of your persona and how you interact with others.
Review your bull-to-bull page in your personal “ LIE T” report.
Think about an upcoming meeting and how one of these patterns
may show up. (note: clients may ask what bull are you so you will
want to know your personal interaction pattern)

EXCERCISE

MEETING
PREPARATION

Review the client’s behavioral biases and the associated tips.
Prepare materials accordingly in advance of your discussion.
If you have a household with more than one client, look at the
spider graphs to get a snapshot of household dynamics and
how the household thinks and feels about money differently.
Determine what elements of the report will be most helpful to
reference given the context of the discussion.
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MODULE 4: SUMMARY

You are ready to conduct better, more meaningful financial
conversations!
✓ Preparing for and starting a behavioral conversation
✓ Conversation starters
✓ Why, How, What
✓ Preparing for the context
✓ Interpreting the individual report (deeper-dive)
✓ 18-behavioral biases
✓ Interpreting the spider graph
✓ Understanding household dynamics
NEXT STEPS
▪ Conduct a client debrief
▪ Move forward to Module 5, bringing it all together and
integrating behavioral conversations into your practice

NOTES
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MODULE 5

Bringing it all together and
integrating behavioral conversations
into your practice

OBJECTIVES
•

Bringing all elements of behavioral conversations together

•

Identify strategies for integrating behavioral conversations
into your practice
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Behavioral Conversation Training
MODULE 1
•

Client expectations are shifting

•

Change is nothing new in the wealth management industry

•

Your position as a Financial Professional is critical to help your

clients keep emotions and behaviors in check
•

This is a conversation your clients want to have with you

MODULE 2
•

Financial irtues helps uncover client’s thinking and feeling
preferences

•

The biases that most impact portfolio performance are cognitive
and emotional and must be addressed differently

MODULE 3
•

Tee up behavioral conversations with a WHY, HOW, WHAT
framework

•

Personalize your message to the context of the client’s situation

MODULE 4
•

Prepare and start behavioral conversations using the Financial

Virtues report

NOTES
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Integrating behavioral conversations into your practice

R S E T

G

It s important to me and my practice that we
serve each client uniquely

Do in con unction with your risk
tolerance questionnaire.

RETE T

ARD

As valued client, I would like to o er you a
service that is new to my practice. It will
help me to re ne your plan and be a
better nancial coach and accountability
partner for you

STRATEG

LA

T

G

G

So I can get to know you better as we
begin our relationship

Run the survey on an entire book to
transition the book or help with
annual strategic planning

Use the persona information to
plan calls at the book level
e.g. during market volatility

A

AL

ARTL RE

E S

In preparation for our upcoming review
meeting, I d like to spend some time on
behaviors that impact nancial decisions and
ultimately performance...

EXCERCISE
Where: behavioral conversations fit in my practice:

Where do behavioral conversations
fit in your practice?
Where do you need additional
support?

Where do you need additional support?

What next step(s) will you take to
integrate behavioral
conversations?
Next steps:
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CONGRATULATIONS!

You have completed behavioral conversations
training for Financial Professionals. You are ready
to start having better, more meaningful financial
conversations.
We recommend that you take time to think through
integrating behavioral conversations into your
practice. Contact us at support@theatlaspoint.com
if you need help or have any questions with
determining how best to use Financial Virtues.
Keep us informed. We would love to hear how it is
going!

FOLLOW US
Follow us on LinkedIn to receive insights
and current trends.
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About Us
Atlas Point believes high performing business leaders and
salespeople are developed, not born. Carrie Nelson, Atlas
Point’s EO and founder can attest firsthand. After 20years of experience, Carrie saw how the business world
was changing – and the opportunity to evolve traditional
sales approaches to better meet the needs of clients. And
so, she started Atlas Point.
Through business development training and consulting,
Atlas Point combines practical business experience with
academic research in positive psychology and character
science. Translation: we help you understand your unique
strengths and how to apply them to strategically grow your
business in a relevant way. Atlas Point’s training and
coaching helps individuals and their teams find increased
self-awareness, confidence and motivation to grow their
business with greater impact and momentum.
At Atlas Point, we weren’t born high performing business
leaders or salespeople. But, we have learned a lot over the
years, navigated complex situations, and focused on our
own personal development. We want to share our
expertise with you and help guide you on your own
ourney. You’ve got the roadmap, we’ve got the compass –
together, we’ll make sure you’ve got the tools and skills you
need to head in the right direction.
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